We study the situation where a set of n jobs with release dates and equal processing times have to be scheduled on m identical parallel machines. We show that, if the objective function can be expressed as the sum of n functions f i of the completion time C i of each job J i , the problem can be solved in polynomial time for any fixed value of m. The only restriction is that functions f i have to be non-decreasing and that for any pair of jobs (J i , J j ), the function f i − f j has to be monotonous. This assumption holds for several standard scheduling objectives, such as the weighted sum of completion times or the total tardiness. Hence, the problems (P m|p i = p, r i | w i C i ) and (P m|p i = p, r i | T i ) are polynomially solvable.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the scheduling situation where n jobs J 1 , . . . , J n have to be scheduled on m parallel identical machines. Each job is described by a release date r i , a processing time p i and a cost function f i (t). This function represents the cost induced by J i when it is completed at time t. The problem of minimizing the sum of the f i functions consists of finding a set of completion times C i for each job J i such that (1) jobs start after their release date, i.e., ∀i, C i − p i ≥ r i , (2) no more than m machines are used at any time t, i.e., ∀t, |{J i C i − p i ≤ t < C i }| ≤ m, and (3) the objective function i f i (C i ) is minimal. In the following, a schedule meeting (1) and (2) is said to be feasible.
This problem, denoted as the (P |r i | f i (C i )) in the standard scheduling terminology (e.g., [4] ) is a generalization of several NP-hard scheduling problems.
As shown below, many scheduling criteria are formulated as a sum:
• Total weighted flow time. f i (C i ) = w i C i , w i being the weight of the job J i (cf., left chart of Figure 1 ).
• Weighted number of late jobs. f i (C i ) = w i U i where U i equals 0 if C i ≤ d i and equals 1 otherwise, the parameter d i being the due date of the job J i (cf., middle chart of Figure 1 ).
• Total weighted tardiness. f i (C i ) = w i T i where T i equals max(0, C i − d i ) (cf., right chart of Figure 1 for the non-weighted case.)
We refer to [3, 4] for up to date complexity results on machine scheduling. In this paper, we study the special case where processing times are equal. As shown in the literature, this assumption sometimes allows to exhibit polynomial time algorithms for problems that are NP-hard in the general case:
• Scheduling identical jobs on uniform parallel machines (i.e., on machines that do not run at the same speed), is polynomial when release dates are equal and when the scheduling criteria is non-decreasing in the job completion times (see for instance [7] ). In the case of distinct release dates, Dessouky, Lageweg, Lenstra and van de Velde show ( [7] ) that both the problem of minimizing makespan and the problem of minimizing the sum of the completion times (for a fixed number m of uniform machines) are polynomial.
• It is shown in [5, 6, 9] that the problem of minimizing the number of late jobs (1|r i | U i ) is polynomial as soon as processing times are equal, while the general problem is NP-hard [8] .
• Baptiste ( [2] ) shows that minimizing the weighted number of late jobs to be scheduled on a single machine can be done in polynomial time if processing times are equal. Two algorithms are presented, one for the non-preemptive problem (1|p i = p, r i | w i U i ) and one for the preemptive one (1|pmtn, p i = p, r i | w i U i ). Both problems being NP-Hard in the general case.
• Simons ([11] ) provides a polynomial algorithm to minimize the sum of the completion times when processing times are equal (P |p i = p, r i | C i ) while the simple problem (1|r i | C i ) is NP-Hard [10] .
We show that for each fixed value of m, the problem with equal processing times is solvable in polynomial time provided that Hypothesis 1 holds:
It is easy to verify that Hypothesis 1 holds when minimizing, the weighted total completion time (left chart of Figure 1 ) or the total tardiness (special case of the right chart of Figure 1 ). Hence we show in this paper that the problems (P m|p i = p, r i | w i C i ), and (P m|p i = p, r i | T i ), are polynomial, while their status was open, even for m = 1. From now on, we suppose that the above assumption hold.
In Section 2, we introduce a strict total order between jobs and we highlight some properties of a particular optimal schedule. To simplify the presentation, we first study the special case where m = 1 (Section 3). The generalization of this algorithm for any fixed value of m is described in Section 4. The time and space complexities of the general algorithm are respectively O(n 3m+4 ) and O(n 2m+2 ). Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 5.
2 Some Properties of an Optimal Schedule
We define a binary relation ≻ between jobs. Given any pair of jobs (J i , J j ), J i ≻ J j if and only if the function f i − f j is (1) either strictly increasing between some time points or (2) constant and i < j.
Lemma 2 The binary relation ≻ is a strict total order.
PROOF. Given the definition of the relation,
Hence we only have to prove (1) that ≻ is transitive and (2) that for any pair
If there are some time points between which it is strictly increasing then
it is constant, then both f i − f j and f j − f k are constant. Consequently, i < j and j < k; which leads to J i ≻ J k .
(2) Let J i and J j be two distinct jobs. f i − f j is monotonous. Thus it either equals a constant value (and hence J i ≻ J j if i < j and J j ≻ J i otherwise)
or it is strictly increasing between two time points (J i ≻ J j ) or it is strictly decreasing between two time points (J j ≻ J i ). 2
According to Lemma 2, we can suppose, without any loss of generality, jobs are sorted according to the strict total order ≻, i.e., J 1 ≻ J 2 ≻ . . . ≻ J n . In the following, S denotes the schedule, among optimal ones, that lexicographically minimizes the vector made of the completion times (C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n ). Lemma 3 provides a characterization of the time points at which jobs start and end on the schedule S.
Lemma 3
The time points at which jobs start and end on the schedule S belong to T = {t : ∃r i , ∃l ∈ {0, . . . , n}, t = r i + lp}.
PROOF. Consider the schedule S. Let J k be any job and let t be the largest time point, before the start time of J k , at which the machine M on which J k executes, is idle immediately before t. If t is not a release date, the job scheduled immediately after t on M can be scheduled earlier. Since the functions f i are non-decreasing, the resulting schedule is still an optimal schedule. This contradicts the fact that S is the optimal schedule on which the vector made of the completion times is lexicographically minimum. t is then a release date, say r i . Between r i and the starting time of J k , l jobs execute (0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1).
Hence the starting time and the ending time of J k belong to T . We first introduce the variables of the dynamic programming algorithm and the Theorem that links them together (Section 3.1). The dynamic programming algorithm itself is described in Section 3.2. 
Variables Definition and Decomposition Scheme
For any integer k ≤ n, let U k (s, e) be the set of jobs whose index is lower than or equal to k and whose release date is in the interval [s, e). Let F k (s, e) be the minimal value that the function J i ∈U k (s−p,e) f i (C i ) can take among the feasible schedules H of all the jobs in U k (s − p, e) such that
(1) no machine is used before s on H,
(2) no machine is used after e on H, 
and otherwise to:
We first prove that F ′ ≥ F k (s, e). We suppose that F ′ is finite otherwise the theorem holds. According to the definition of F ′ , there exists a time point
Since F ′ is finite, there is a schedule H 1 that realizes
Notice that any job
is either scheduled on H 1 or on H 2 . Consider the schedule H build as follows: schedule J k at time t k and all other jobs of U k (s − p, e) at the time they were scheduled on
H is a feasible schedule of U k (s − p, e), i.e., jobs do not overlap in time and start (after their release dates) at time points that obviously belong to T . On top of that, H is idle before s and after e. The value taken by the objective function on H is exactly F ′ and hence,
We now prove that F ′ ≤ F k (s, e). Suppose that F k (s, e) is finite (otherwise the theorem holds). Among schedules that realize F k (s, e), let H be the one on which the vector made of the completion times of the jobs in U k (s − p, e), taken in increasing order of index, is lexicographically minimum. Let t k ∈ T be the starting time of
Suppose that there is a job J i with r i ≤ t k that is executed after J k , at time 
Notice that given the definition of F k (s, e), δ cannot be strictly negative (this would contradict the fact that H realizes the minimum). Both H and H ′ realize the same optimum value. However, H ′ is better than H for the lexicographical order. This contradicts our hypothesis on H.
All jobs with a release date lower than or equal to t k are scheduled before t k .
Stated another way, all jobs in U k−1 (s − p, t k ) are scheduled before t k on H and thus on H, the sum over these jobs of the f i functions is greater than
Similarly, all jobs in U k−1 (t k , e) are scheduled after t k + p and thus on H, the sum over these jobs of the f i functions is greater than F k−1 (t k +p, e).
Let us compute F k (s, e). In the following C i (H) denotes the completion time of the job J i on the schedule H.
A Dynamic Programming Algorithm
On the optimal schedule S, starting times belong to T . Consequently, the optimum is exactly F n (min t∈T t, max t∈T t). Thanks to Theorem 4, we have a straight dynamic programming algorithm to reach the optimum. The relevant values for s and e are exactly those in T . The values of F k (s, e) are stored in a multi-dimensional array of size O(n 5 ) (n possible values for k, n 2 possible values both for s and e). Our algorithm works as follows:
• In the initialization phase, F 0 (s, e) is set to 0 for any values s, e in T (s ≤ e).
• We then iterate from k = 1 to k = n. Each time, 
Variables Definition and Decomposition Scheme
Roughly speaking, the decomposition scheme for the single machine case (Theorem 4) relies on a particular time point t k ∈ [s, e) that allows us to split the problem into two sub-problems (between s and t k and between t k and e). The same scheme is kept here, however s and e are replaced by two vectors σ and ǫ that represent some resource profiles. We introduce more formally this notion. 
Definition 6 Given two resource profiles ξ and µ, ξ ≪ µ if and only if for
Notice that ≪ defines a partial order on resource profiles. We introduce a technical lemma that will be used later on.
Lemma 7 Given two resource profiles ξ and µ, ξ ≪ µ if and only if for any
time point t, |{i : t < ξ i }| + |{i : µ i ≤ t}| ≤ m.
PROOF.
Sufficient condition. (By contradiction.) Let k be the first index such that µ k < ξ k . Let us compute |{i : t < ξ i }| + |{i : µ i ≤ t}| for t = µ k . It is equal to |{i : µ k < ξ i }| plus |{i : µ i ≤ µ k }|; which is greater than or equal to (m − k + 1) + k > m. This contradicts our hypothesis.
Necessary condition. Let t be any time point. In the following, δ(P ) denotes the binary variable that equals 1 if the condition P holds, 0 otherwise. Notice that for any value of i, δ(t < ξ i ) + δ(µ i ≤ t) ≤ 1 because ξ i ≤ µ i . Hence,
We now define the variables of the dynamic programming algorithm. For any integer k ≤ n, for any resource profiles σ and ǫ (σ ≪ ǫ), let F k (σ, ǫ) be the minimal value that the function J i ∈U k (σm−p,ǫ 1 ) f i (C i ) can take among the schedules of all the jobs in U k (σ m − p, ǫ 1 ) such that
• starting times belong to T ,
• the number of machines available at time t to schedule the jobs in the set
If no such schedule exists, F k (σ, ǫ) is equal to ∞. Notice that given our definition, F 0 (σ, ǫ) is equal to 0. ε 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 
) and otherwise to:
Notice that in the above formula the value θ ′ is derived from θ. Figure 3 provides an illustration of this theorem. Theorem 8 basically states that the optimum schedule for k, σ, ǫ can be computed by trying all possible resource profiles θ of Ξ that are "between" the resource profiles σ and ǫ. For each candidate resource profile θ, the job J k starts at θ 1 .
PROOF. Let F ′ be the expression above. First notice that, θ ′ is a resource profile because θ ∈ Ξ. Hence the use of
the proposition obviously holds because U k (σ m − p, ǫ 1 ) = U k−1 (σ m − p, ǫ 1 ). We now consider the case where r k ∈ [σ m − p, ǫ 1 ).
We first prove that F ′ ≥ F k (σ, ǫ). We suppose that F ′ is finite otherwise the proposition holds. Let θ ∈ Ξ be the resource profile that realizes F ′ . There is a schedule H 1 that realizes F k−1 (σ, θ) and a schedule H 2 that realizes
Notice that any job in
Consider the schedule H build as follows: schedule J k at time θ 1 and all other jobs in U k (σ m − p, ǫ 1 ) at the time they were scheduled on H 1 or on H 2 . Let us prove that H is a feasible schedule of U k (σ m − p, ǫ 1 ). Since r k ≤ θ 1 and since H 1 and H 2 are feasible, all jobs are scheduled after their release date.
Moreover, we claim that the resource constraint is satisfied.
Let t be any time point. The number of machines used by the jobs scheduled on H 1 is upper bounded by m − |{i : t < σ i }| − |{i : θ i ≤ t}|. The number of machines used by the jobs scheduled on H 2 is upper bounded by m − |{i :
Finally, J k uses a machine at time t if and only if t ∈ [θ 1 , θ 1 + p). The resource constraint is satisfied at time t if the sum of the upper bounds is lower than or equal to m − |{i : t < σ i }| − |{i :
if the following expression is lower than or equal to 0.
We have proven that H is a feasible schedule of U k−1 (σ m − p, ǫ 1 ). On top of that, starting times obviously belong to T . The value taken by the objective function on H is exactly F ′ and hence,
We now prove that
wise the proposition holds). Among the schedules that realize F k (σ, ǫ), let H be the one on which the vector made of the completion times of the jobs in
, taken in increasing order of index, is lexicographically minimum.
Let t k be the starting time of
The proof works as follows. We first show that on H, all jobs with a release date lower than or equal to t k start before or at t k . We then exhibit a resource
We then conclude the proof.
On H, jobs with a release date lower than or equal to t k start before or at t k .
Suppose that there is a job J i with r i ≤ t k that is executed at time t i > t k on H. Let H ′ be the schedule obtained from H by exchanging the jobs J i and
proof of the second part of Theorem 4). This contradicts our hypothesis on H.
Definition of θ. Let τ the vector build component per component as follows:
The first component of τ is t k , the time at which J k starts. The following components of τ are the end times on H of the jobs (except J k ) that start before or at t k and end strictly after t k . The following components are the values σ i that are strictly greater than t k . Since the resource constraint holds at time t for H, it is easy to prove that the dimension of τ is lower than or equal to m. The vector τ is extended to a vector τ ′ of dimension m by adding a sufficient number of times a component t k . Let θ be the vector obtained from τ ′ by sorting its components in increasing order.
θ belongs to Ξ. Consider a component θ j of θ. Either it is the end time of a job and then t k < θ j ≤ t k +p) or it is a σ i > t k value (and then t k < θ j ≤ t k +p otherwise t k would be strictly lower than σ 1 and hence no machine would be available at time t k ) or it is equal to t k . Hence, all components belong to the interval [t k , t k + p], as a consequence θ m − θ 1 ≤ p. We have proven that θ is a resource profile. It is also easy to verify that all components of θ belong to T and hence θ ∈ Ξ. On top of that, it is obvious that θ 1 = t k . The proof that σ ≪ θ is also immediate given the definition of θ.
The fact that θ ′ is a resource profile comes immediately from θ ∈ Ξ. Suppose that the relation θ ′ ≪ ǫ does not hold. Then, according to Lemma 7,  there is a time point t such that |{i : t < θ ′ i }| + |{i :
Recall that ǫ 1 ≥ t k otherwise no machine would be available at the time point where J k ends. Hence, if t < t k , |{i : ǫ i ≤ t}| = 0 and consequently, |{i : t < θ ′ i }| > m; which contradicts the fact that θ ′ is a vector of dimension m. As a consequence, we have t k ≤ t. Let O be the set of jobs that start before or at t k and end strictly after t k . The components of θ ′ , are either the completion times of the jobs in O or the σ i values that are strictly greater than t k or are equal to t k . Hence, the number of components of θ ′ that are strictly greater than t is equal to the sum of (1) the number of jobs in O that end strictly after time t and of (2) the number of components of σ i that are strictly greater than t. Since t k ≤ t, the jobs in O all start before t. Hence, the total number of jobs N t that start before or at t and end strictly after t plus the number of components of σ i that are strictly greater than t, is greater than or equal to |{i : t < θ
This contradicts the fact that the resource constraint is met at time t on H.
Conclusion. H, restricted to the jobs with a release date lower than or equal to
would not be optimum).
Similarly, H restricted to the jobs with a release date strictly greater than t k
A Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Given the fact that on S, starting times belong to T , the optimum is exactly F n ((min t∈T t, . . . , min t∈T t), (max t∈T t, . . . , max t∈T t)). Thanks to Theorem 8,
we have a straight dynamic programming algorithm to compute this value.
The relevant values for σ and ǫ are exactly the vectors in Ξ. We claim that there are O(n 2 n m−1 ) = O(n m+1 ) relevant resource profiles. Indeed, there are • In the initialization phase, F 0 (σ, ǫ) is set to 0 for any values σ, ǫ in Ξ such that σ ≪ ǫ.
• We then iterate from k = 1 to k = n. Each time, F k is computed for all the possible values of the parameters thanks to the formula of Proposition 8, and to the values of F k−1 computed at the previous step.
Before analyzing the complexity of the overall algorithm, remark that one can generate easily all possible resource profiles θ between σ and ǫ (i.e., σ ≪ θ ≪ ǫ)
in O(n m+1 ) steps. Notice that we can perform a backward computation on the values F k (σ, ǫ)
to recover the optimum schedule. Indeed, for all relevant values of k, σ and ǫ, it is easy to identify which resource profile θ is the best (according to the fundamental recursion formula of Theorem 8). Since the starting time of J k is the first component θ 1 of θ, we can recover the starting times of all jobs at once.
Conclusion
We have shown that scheduling equal length jobs on a fixed number of parallel identical machines is a polynomial problem for some objective functions. We have established that several open scheduling problems such as (P m|p j = p, r j | j w j C j ) or (P m|p j = p, r j | j T j ) are polynomial. At this point, we 19 think that the algorithms described in this paper can be somewhat generalized.
• The structure of the algorithm for the single machine case, is close to the one used in [2] for minimizing the weighted number of late jobs when processing times are equal (1|p j = p, r j | j w j U j ). However, the functions w j Uj do not verify Hypothesis 1. It makes us think that there might exist a less restrictive class of functions f i for which the problem remains polynomial.
• Most of the results described in this paper can be extended to the case of uniform machines, i.e., machines that do not run at the same speed. This remains however to be formally proven.
An interesting open question concerns the status of the problems when the number of machines is not fixed. Finally, we would like to mention that the status of the preemptive versions of the problems studied in this paper are open. A polynomial time algorithm has been proposed in [2] for the (1|p j = p, r j , pmtn| j w j U j ). Despite our efforts, we have not been able to generalize this algorithm to a larger class of scheduling problems.
